Synthetic aperture sequential beamforming (SASB) is a novel technique which allows to implement synthetic aperture beamforming on a system with a restricted complexity, and without storing RF-data. The objective is to improve lateral resolution and obtain a more depth independent resolution compared to conventional ultrasound imaging. SASB is a two-stage procedure using two separate beamformers. The initial step is to construct and store a set of B-mode image lines using a single focal point in both transmit and receive. The focal points are considered virtual sources and virtual receivers making up a virtual array. The second stage applies the focused image lines from the first stage as input data, and take advantage of the virtual array in the delay and sum beamforming. The size of the virtual array is dynamically expanded and the image is dynamically focused in both transmit and receive and a range independent lateral resolution is obtained. The SASB method has been investigated using simulations in Field II and by off-line processing of data acquired with a commercial scanner. The lateral resolution increases with a decreasing F#. Grating lobes appear if F# 6 2 for a linear array with k-pitch. The performance of SASB with the virtual source at 20 mm and F# = 1.5 is compared with conventional dynamic receive focusing (DRF). The axial resolution is the same for the two methods. For the lateral resolution there is improvement in FWHM of at least a factor of 2 and the improvement at À40 dB is at least a factor of 3. With SASB the resolution is almost constant throughout the range. For DRF the FWHM increases almost linearly with range and the resolution at À40 dB is fluctuating with range. The theoretical potential improvement in SNR of SASB over DRF has been estimated. An improvement is attained at the entire range, and at a depth of 80 mm the improvement is 8 dB.
Introduction
Inspired by synthetic aperture (SA) radar techniques [1] [2] [3] , SA ultrasound imaging has been investigated thoroughly for many years. In synthetic transmit aperture (STA) imaging [4, 5] a single element is used to transmit a spherical wave that occupies the entire region of interest. The backscattered signals are registered using a multi-element receive aperture and RF-samples from all channels are stored. Delay-and-sum (DAS) beamforming can be applied to these data to construct a low-resolution image (LRI), hence an image constructed from a single emission. Several emissions from single elements across the aperture will synthesize a larger aperture and the LRI's from these emissions can be added into a single high-resolution image (HRI). The HRI is dynamically focused in both transmit and receive yielding an improvement in resolution [6] . This has been confirmed with side-by-side comparisons with conventional ultrasound imaging in pre-clinical trials by Pedersen et al. [7] . This imaging technique sets high demands on processing capabilities, data transport, and storage and makes implementation of a full SA system very challenging and costly. The method investigated in this paper is another variation on SA processing. The objective is to reduce the demands on the system making it a more realistic task to implement, while still preserving benefits in imaging performance.
Many variations of synthetic aperture focusing (SAF) and examples of implementation have been reported with improvements in both frame rate, penetration, and lateral resolution. A simple realtime single channel system with a multiplexer for array imaging was described by Peterson and Kino [8] back in 1984. In the mono-static approach [6] the same element serves as a transmitter and a receiver. A SA technique suitable for a hand held system using a multi-element transmit and receive aperture was described by Karaman et al. [4] . Lockwood and Hazard described a sparse SA beamforming technique for three-dimensional ultrasound imaging using a few transmit pulses for each image [9, 10] . A SA method for a circular aperture was investigated by O'Donnell and Thomas [11] .
The concept of using the transmit focal point as a virtual source (VS) or a virtual aperture was introduced by Passmann and Ermert [12] . Virtual sources in SAF was further investigated by Frazier and O'Brien [13] , Nikolov and Jensen [14, 15] , and Bae and Jeong [16] . It was shown that the virtual source coincides with the focal point of the transducer, and that a depth independent resolution can be achieved.
Mono-static SA focusing applied to imaging with a single rotating mechanically focused concave element was investigated by Kortbek et al. [17] . Such an imaging system can e.g. be found in an anorectal ultrasound transducer. One objective of this study was to improve lateral resolution. This was done by storing the RF-lines (the beamformed image-lines before envelope detection) from every emission and feeding these to a SA beamformer. Due to the small radius of rotation, the synthesized aperture only experiences a moderate lateral expansion, and the improvement in lateral resolution was not significant.
In this paper the same SAF technique is applied but to linear array imaging. Here the synthesized aperture becomes considerable larger with a lateral translation of the VS than with a rotation. Instead of having a VS created from a single concave element physically focused in both transmit and receive, the VS is now created from a sub-aperture -a group of elements. This offers more flexibility, since the position and the opening angle of the VS are determined by the electronic focusing instead of the physical concave shape of the single element transducer. The receive focusing is a simple fixed focusing with the receive focal point at the same position as the transmit focal point. This first beamformer, thus, mimics the focusing that is a consequence of the concave single element transducer. The focused RF-lines from every emission are stored and transferred to a SA beamformer just as the one applied with the rotating transducer. Two beamformers are, thus, applied sequentially -a simple fixed focus beamformer and a SA beamformer, and the method is denoted Synthetic Aperture Sequential Beamforming (SASB).
One objective of SASB is to improve the penetration depth. The primary objective though is to improve lateral resolution and obtain a more range independent resolution compared to conventional ultrasound imaging. Contrary to a full SA setup only a single RF-line is beamformed and stored for each emission. This reduces the system requirements significantly. For simplicity the method is investigated using a linear array, but it might as well apply to other types of imaging. The investigation comprises performance evaluation at a large imaging range. This is done without consideration for the typical use of the specific transducer but as a mean to demonstrate the properties of the method.
The SASB method is described in more detail in Section 2. Section 3 presents results from the Field II [18, 19] simulation study. A parameter study shows the performance and artifacts of the method and compare with conventional dynamic receive focusing (DRF). Section 4 presents imaging examples and signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) calculations with data acquired from phantom measurements with a commercial scanner.
Method
Synthetic aperture sequential beamforming (SASB) is a twostage procedure which can be applied to B-mode imaging with any array transducer. The initial step is to construct and store a set of B-mode image lines using a conventional sliding sub-aperture. These 1st stage lines are obtained with a single focal point in both transmit and receive. The second stage consists of an additional beamformer using the focused image-lines from the first stage as input data. The concept of virtual sources and means of calculating the focusing delays are briefly discussed in Section 2.1 before presenting the SASB in more detail in Section 2.2.
Virtual sources and focusing delays
In delay-and-sum receive focusing appropriate delays are applied to the responses of the individual transducer elements originating from the focusing point and coherently adding these responses. The delays are found from the round trip time-of-flight (TOF), which is the propagation time of the emitted wave in its path from the transmit origin,r e to the focusing point (FP),r fp and return to one of the elements of the receive aperture,r r as illustrated in Fig. 1 . This could be the case of mono-static SAF. where z v is the distance from the aperture to the VS. With dynamic receive beamforming the differences between the individual channel delays changes with the position of the focusing point due to the term jr r Àr fp j in (2) . A new set of delay values are, thus, calculated for each focusing point. With fixed receive focusing as in (3) only a single set of delay values is calculated and for each focusing point a constant is added. This is an important issue in respect to the complexity of the beamformer. With dynamic focusing the delay calculations involve among others the computational costly square root operation.
Two stage sequential beamforming
The objective of the proposed method is to obtain a synthetic transmit focus using data from multiple emissions but without storing the channel data. This is achieved in a two stage process. The 1st stage RF-lines, which are the output from the first beamformer, are obtained with a single focal point in both transmit and receive. This focal point is considered as a VS emitting a spherical wave front spatially confined by the opening angle. Each point in the 1st stage focused image line contains information from the arc of a circle that crosses that point. The arc has center in the focal point and is limited by the opening angle. This is illustrated in Fig. 3 . Here it is also possible to see that the highlighted image point at x = 0 is represented in a phase-exact manner in multiple 1st stage lines obtained from multiple emissions. This means that the channel delay profile for focusing the highlighted image point using channel data from the first emission is exactly the same as the profile used for creating the highlighted point on the 1st stage line from the first emission. The profiles are the same since the image point is on the arc intersecting the point in the 1st stage line. This is also supported by the illustration in Fig. 2 (right) . This characteristic is a consequence of the fixed receive focus and is exploited in the second stage. Here all the representations from different emissions of an image point (in form of samples from different 1st stage lines) are coherently added. A synthetic transmit focus is thus obtained without storing channel data. If the 1st stage is exchanged with a dynamically focused beamformer an image point is no longer exactly presented in any points of any 1st stage lines. The channel delay profile is unique for every point if dynamic focus is applied, which is also illustrated in Fig. 2 (left) . Another consequence of having a dynamically focused beamformer in the 1st stage instead of a fixed focus beamformer is a large increase in implementation complexity which is discussed further in Section 2.3.
Each HRI consists of a number of high resolution image linesthe output lines from the 2nd stage beamformer. In this paper, N denotes the number of emissions, which is the same as the number of 1st stage lines and also the number of high resolution lines. The method has in principle no restrictions toward these numbers. Each sample in a high resolution line (HRL) is constructed in the second beamformer by selecting a sample from each of those 1st stage lines, which contain information from the spatial position of the image point and summing a weighted set of these samples.
The number of elements in the transmit sub-aperture, the depth of the focal point and, thus, the F# determines the opening angle, hence the width of the transmitted wave field and the point spread function (PSF). As a consequence of the spatially limited wave propagation it must be determined for each image point in a HRL which emissions that have a wave field encompassing the image point. These emissions contribute to the HRL, and samples from each of them are selected according to the SAF delays, and added together. By definition a single HRL is composed of the sum of a number of low resolution lines (LRLs). A single LRL is, thus, the contribution from a given emission to a HRL. The SAF can be formulated as a sum over LRL's. A single sample of the HRL, representing the image point at the locationr ip with lateral coordinate x and axial coordinate z, can be expressed as hðx; zÞ ¼ X KðzÞ k¼1 Wðx k ; zÞl x k ðzÞ: ð4Þ
h(x, z) is the HRL sample, and l x k ðzÞ is the LRL sample from the emission with lateral position x k . The variable W is an apodization function with K(z) values, which controls the weighting of the contribution from each of the LRL's. It is a function of the axial position of the image point, since the number of contributing emissions, K(z) increases with the distance to the VS. K determines the number of VS's applied for a given HRI point and is a measure of the size of the synthesized aperture. K(z) can be calculated directly from the geometry shown in Fig. 4 as
showing that K increases linearly with the distance to the virtual source. This facilitates a more range independent lateral resolution compared to DRF since contrary to DRF transmit focusing is also dynamic with the dynamic expansion of the size of the synthezized aperture, K. L(z) is the lateral width of the wave field at a depth, z, and D is the distance between the VS's of two consecutive emissions. a is the opening angle of the VS and is the angular span for which the phase of the wave field can be considered constant. The opening angle can be expressed as
which is a valid approximation [21] . With L A denoting the size of the sub-aperture the F-number becomes F# = z v /L A . The LRL can be formulated using the RF-line,
z 0 is the axial position at which to select a sample from the RF-line. z 0 can be found from the distance function, z 0 ¼ dðr vx k ;r ip Þ=2 which calculates the transmit-receive round trip travel path for the SAF, and thus the sample index for the RF-line, s x k ðz 0 Þ. The transducer elements are electronically focused at the VS at the positionr vx k with a focal distance of z v from the aperture. The aperture is focused in both transmit and receive and the distance function becomes a sum of transmit and receive travel paths
The ± in (8) refer to whether the image point is above or below the VS. A single sample of the HRL can thus be formulated using (4) and (7) hðx; zÞ ¼ X KðzÞ k¼1 Wðx k ; rÞs x k ðdðr vx k ;r ip ÞÞ: ð9Þ
The formulation of the method in this section assumes an aperture with an infinite number of elements. This becomes apparent when observing (5). At greater depth K(z) will exceed the number of available 1st stage lines, N. At depths beyond the point where K(z) = N the synthesized aperture will no longer increase with depth. The F# will increase and the lateral resolution will no longer be range independent beyond that depth. Here it is also worth mentioning that as K(z) increases the difference in acquisition time between the 1st stage lines applied increases and motion artifacts might become an issue. The synthesized aperture will also decrease for the HRL's near the edges, compared to the center HRL because of the limited number of 1st stage lines available. The lateral resolution is, thus, laterally dependent. The apodization function W is also laterally dependent and asymmetric. The HRI is composed of a sum of LRI's from multiple transmissions as formulated in (9) . The formulation assumes that the image object is stationary during all transmission, which is not the case in vivo. Tissue motion and motion artifacts are nevertheless not completely destructive to SA imaging. The susceptibility to motion of SA imaging has been investigated by several authors [22] [23] [24] [25] [26] [27] [28] [29] [30] , and techniques to address the problems with tissue motion have been demonstrated.
Implementation
In SAF data from multiple emissions are applied. This could essentially decrease the image frame rate if a full set of emissions is needed to construct and update the HRI. Nikolov and Jensen proposed SA recursive imaging [31] to be able to construct a new frame after each emission. In SASB acquisition of a full set of N emissions is a necessity before the first HRI can be constructed, but by storing the M most recent 1st stage lines a new HRL can be constructed after each emission using the already stored lines and the newly acquired line. This is feasible by having a temporal offset between the reconstructed HRL and the acquired RF-line corresponding to M emissions. For HRI number i HRI i the HRL's are numbered J = 1, 2, . . . N. The corresponding RF-lines across the aperture are denoted j = 1, 2, . . . N, and for HRI i+1 they are denoted j = N + 1, N + 2, . . . 2N. The HRL J of HRI k can be constructed while acquiring the RF-line, j = J + M. With M being equal to the number of available channels of the 2nd stage beamformer the temporal offset is minimized. Each 1st stage line makes a contribution to several HRL in the 2nd stage beamformer. All of these HRL can in principle be refreshed after each acquisition. This is solely determined by the capability of the 2nd stage beamformer to do parallel beamforming. 4 . Geometry model of the emitted wave fields from two consecutive emissions. The lateral width, L(z) of the wave field at a depth, z determines the number of LRL's which can be added in the 2nd stage beamformer for an image point at depth, z.
A view on implementation of the SASB at a block function level demonstrates a requirement for two beamformers and memory for storage of the 1st stage image lines to feed the 2nd stage beamformer. The 1st stage beamformer is simple since the receive delay-profiles are the same for all image points except for a depth dependent additive constant. It only requires calculation of a single profile or a look up table (LUT) with a single entry. It could easily be analog and thereby save many ADC's. The 2nd stage beamformer has the complexity of a general dynamic receive focusing beamformer. For each depth a separate entry in a LUT for a profile is required or the delay profile must be calculated. Apodization is also a desirable requirement for the 2nd stage beamformer to suppress off-axis energy lobes. Since K(z) increases linearly with depth the apodization is dynamic. The apodization is also a function of the lateral position of the HRL due to the finite aperture and it can profitably be calculated as a parametric function. The desired number of channels of a single-beam beamformer in the 2nd stage equals the number of acquired 1st stage lines to synthesize the full size array. The channel count, C of the 2nd stage beamformer can be reduced though with a factor of M to C = N/M using a M-beam beamformer capable of processing M parallel beams and an additional accumulation buffer for temporary output lines. In this form and in a case of N 1st stage lines (N acquisitions) and N 2nd stage lines the 2nd stage temporary output lines of the beamformer are L out = mod ([0: (M À 1)]C + n À 1, N) + 1 using the 1st stage lines for the input of the beamformer L in = mod ([0: (C À 1)] + n À 1, N) + 1 for beamforming operation n. After N operations each output line has been generated M times using M different sets of input signals (different virtual sources). By accumulating the M temporary output lines in the buffer the resulting output lines are exactly the same as if a single-beam N-channel beamformer is used.
Simulation results
In this section the method is investigated using simulations in Field II [18, 19] and SAF is carried out using the Beamformation Toolbox, BFT2 [20] . Images of point targets using different realizations of SASB are created. The axial and lateral resolution are extracted and compared to conventional B-mode imaging. The simulations are made with a model of a linear array 7 MHz transducer with properties similar to a commercial transducer.
Setup
The parameters, which are the most decisive for the performance of SASB are the focal depth z v (the focal depth), and the F# of the VS. A parameter study is done by varying z v with values of 5, 10, 15, 20 mm, and the F# with values in the range 0.5-2.5. The study is done with a default set of transducer parameters and processing parameters shown in Table 1 .
In the main parameter study the value of N e = 401 has been set to exclude the effects of a finite aperture to demonstrate the ability of the method to generate a range independent resolution. The number of 1st stage image lines and also 2nd stage image lines is the same as the number of transducer elements.
In this study a single cycle sinusoid is used as excitation and a weighted double cycle sinusoid is used to simulate the transducer impulse response. Another less extensive study is performed with more practical realizable parameters. The number of elements is N = 191. A double cycle sinusoid forms the excitation, and the measured impulse response of the applied transducer type is used. The scattering media consists of stationary point targets (PTs) placed in the center of the image in the range from 5 mm to 95 mm with a distance of 10 mm.
Resolution study
Different realizations of SASB are simulated to evaluate performance and limitations. The position of the VS and the opening angle determines the image area covered by a single emission. If the covered area increases, the number of 1st stage lines, which can be used for the 2nd stage beamforming, also increases, yielding a larger synthesized aperture. This explicitly sets demands on the size of the array and the number of required 2nd stage beamformer channels if a range independent resolution is the objective. The study will show that other complications exist with the combination of a shallow focal depth and a large opening angle.
The log compressed envelope HRI's are shown in this section. The axial and lateral resolution are extracted at the image center for several depths. The resolution is quantified at À6 dB, the Full Width at Half Maximum (FWHM), and at À40 dB. For each PT the Table 1 Default values for the simulation parameter study. resolution is calculated as the width at which the envelope amplitude has decreased to the specified level relative to the maximum level at that given PT. For the lateral resolution the envelope amplitude is taken as the maximum amplitude within a axial range of ±3 mm around the PT. Likewise for the axial resolution the envelope amplitude is taken as the maximum amplitude across the entire lateral range of the image. A poor lateral resolution is the consequence of having a PSF with a wide main lobe and/or high side-lobe levels. The illustrations of the quantified lateral resolution reflects this by also showing the main-lobe resolution as a dotted line, but only if the lateral PSF has a distinct main-lobe and side-lobe distribution. That is if the lateral PSF drops below the À 40 dB level and rises above this level again at a greater lateral position. The PSF at the output of the 1st stage beamformer has a large extent because of the fixed receive focusing. The curvature is determined by the distance between the VS's and the point of the PSF. Consider the point at positionr p ¼ ðx; zÞ ¼ ð0; z p Þ. The curvature,
Parameter Value
The variable x has been substituted by nD, where ÀN/2 6 n 6 N/2 is the VS number counting from the VS at x = 0. The ± refer to whether the image point is above or below the VS, just as in (3), and (8). The contour plot of the PSF is shown in Fig. 5 with a VS at 5 mm and with F# = 0.5, and F# = 2. The shape of the PSF is the same in both cases, but the width of the PSF differs due to the different opening angles. z c (n) from (10) has been plotted on top of the contour plot to illustrate the coherence. A PT is placed at z = 65 mm and z c has been plotted for two points at z p = 64 mm and z p = 66 mm, respectively. The curvatures of these plots are similar to the PSF. The envelope images after 2nd stage processing of these data sets are shown in Fig. 6 with a 60 resolution decreases as the F# increases as expected because of the decrease in the width of the synthesized aperture. The quantified resolution of the HRI in Fig. 6 is shown in Fig. 7 . The resolution is practically constant at À6 dB and À40 dB through range for all values of F#, with a few exceptions. The exceptions are for those PT near the VS when F# = 0.5. Here the side-lobe level is very dominant. Side-lobes are also noticeable for F# = 1 when looking at the HRI in Fig. 6 . They are below the À40 dB level though and do not show in Fig. 7. 
Investigating grating-lobes
The off-axis energy-lobes in Fig. 6 for F# = 0.5 are dominant. Taking a closer look at the phase of those LRL's which are summed in the 2nd stage beamformer can disclose the origin of this artifact. The part of the image containing the PT at 15 mm is shown in Fig. 8 . Three different HRL's are investigated. They are marked with dotted lines in Fig. 8 . SASB relies on phase coherent addition of the LRL's as expressed in (4). The LRL's composing the center HRL are plotted in Fig. 9 . It is apparent that the LRL's are completely phase aligned and add up constructively as expected. The figure shows the LRL's before and after the weighting function. It also shows the HRL, hence the summation of the LRL's and the corresponding envelope. Finally the envelope of the weighted HRL is shown relative to the maximum of the HRI in Fig. 8 .
The LRL's composing the HRL at x = 3.1 mm are plotted in Fig. 10 . The LRL's are shown before the weighting and a zoom in on a few of the LRL's after the weighting function is shown. The phase shift between consecutive LRL's is close to half a pulse-echo wave length and this destructive summation yields an envelope level near À60 dB.
The LRL's composing the HRL at x = 6.7 mm are plotted in Fig. 11 . The phase shift between consecutive LRL's has increased to almost an entire pulse-echo wave length and the LRL's add up constructively to an envelope level above À40 dB. In this simulated setup the pulse-echo signal consists of only a few periods, hence only a few non-zero contributions are included in the summation of the LRL's. If the pulse-echo signal contains several periods several non-zero LRL's will be present in the sum, yielding an even higher envelope level.
The artifacts shown are grating lobes, since they arise due to lateral spatial under-sampling. Consider having a setup with a phased array transducer with a k/2 pitch and, thus, twice the lateral density of VS's. The illustration of LRL's prior to summation equivalent to the one shown in Fig. 11 will contain LRL's with a phase shift between consecutive LRL's of only half a wave length. Every second LRL will be equal to the ones shown in Fig. 11 but every other LRL will have a phase which is in between the two. The result is destructive summation instead of unintentional constructive summation, and the massive grating lobes are avoided. This is exemplified in Fig. 12 . Two HRI's are constructed using a linear array with k-pitch and a linear phased array with k/2-pitch respectively. The difference between the two images is striking, since the grating lobes are avoided by increasing the lateral spatial sampling in the 1st stage processing. The VS's can be conceived as elements in a virtual array. In SASB the wave fields from several emissions are sampled by the virtual array and coherently added. For a given frequency grating lobes arise at a combination of a sparse spatial sampling by the virtual array and wave fields with incident angles beyond a certain limit. Both of these parameters can be controlled in SASB to prevent grating lobes. The array spacing and the VS spacing do not have to be the same. With a dense lateral sampling the VS can have k/2 spacing even though the array has k spacing. For a given spacing between the VS's the range of incident angles must be restricted. This is possible by putting a limit to the opening angle of the VS.
The restriction on the opening angle to avoid grating lobes can be demonstrated from an analysis of the LRL's constituting the offcenter HRL's. In Fig. 9 the LRL's constituting the center HRL are phase-coherently aligned. They are aligned at the depth, z p = 15 mm, where a PT atr p ¼ ðx; yÞ ¼ ð0; z p Þ is placed. In Fig. 11 the LRL's constituting an off-center HRL at the lateral position x h are no longer aligned phase-coherently. As a simple approximation these LRL's can be found by a rotation of the aligned LRL's. The line of phase equality is perpendicular to the line with origin in the VS of the off-center HRL and going tor p and with length z r = z p À z v , where z v is the depth of the VS. The angle of this line is
This geometry is illustrated in Fig. 13 superimposed on the logcompressed envelope of a set of LRL's from the HRL at x h = 5 mm. The exact positions of constant phase are also indicated in Fig. 13 as a dashed line. It comes from the intersections of the indices representing the PT and the indices representing a number of FP's all placed in the same off-center HRL. By applying the approximation about the rotated LRL's it is possible to estimate the phase shift between consecutive LRL's with a simple expression. The axial shift between consecutive LRL's is
Substituting h r with half the opening angle, a 0 = a/2 the axial shift can be expressed as x < k pe /2 or x < k/4 This condition can be used to put restrictions on the F# of the VS
The opening angle of the VS limits the range of angles of the wave field. If a transducer with D = k is used in SASB grating lobes are avoided if F# P 2.
The spatial pulse-echo wavelength is extracted from the center LRL and is k pe = 0.15 mm. With D = 0.208 mm the VS must be designed with F# P 1.39 with the restriction of (14) . This is also reflected in Fig. 6 , where the grating lobes evidently are attenuated for F# = 1.5 and F# = 2 compared to the setup where F# = 0.5, and F# = 1. In Fig. 12 (right in Fig. 14 . The resolution functions are very similar but not the same in the four different setups because of the different number of applied VS's.
Influence of transducer impulse response
The performance results presented in the previous sections were based on a transducer with N = 401, a short excitation signal, and a simple impulse response. The performance using a more realistic transducer simulation model is presented in this section and a comparison between the two is made. Envelope images with the VS at 20 mm, F# = 2, and with the two different simulation models are shown in Fig. 15 . The new simulation model has N = 191. The excitation signal has two periods, and the impulse response is the measured response of a commercial transducer yielding a longer pulse-echo (PE) response. The difference between the two images is significant. The axial resolution has decreased as a consequence of the extended PE response. The lateral resolution has improved in the entire range also beyond depths of 80 mm, where K(z) ceases to increase linearly. The axial and lateral resolution are extracted, and shown in Fig. 16 . The improvement in lateral resolution at À40 dB is at least a factor of 2.
To illustrate the cause of the difference in performance, the LRL's composing the HRI's are investigated. The investigation concerns only the range from 53 mm to 57 mm which include a single PT at a depth of 55 mm. The HRI's in this range are shown in Fig. 17 , superimposed with vertical dashed lines indicating those HRL's for which the LRL's are shown.
The LRL's for the center HRL are shown in Fig. 18 . The LRL's for the off-center HRL are shown in Fig. 19 . In these figures the LRL's after LRL-weighting are shown. They also show the summation of the LRL's and the corresponding envelope. Finally the envelope of the weighted HRL is shown relative to the maximum of the HRI's in Fig. 17 . The LRL's sum completely constructive for the center HRL in both setups.
For the off-center HRL's the LRL's sum destructively toward zero level. With a short pulse-echo response the off-center HRL is composed of the sum of a only a few positive and negative half-periods. The amplitudes of these half-periods varies with range and lateral position. The amplitude of the HRL, thus, varies with range. The variation over range is considerable due to the sparse number of cycles in the sum.
With a longer pulse-echo response the off-center HRL is composed of the sum of several positive and negative half-periods. The amplitudes of these half-periods decay smoothly over range and lateral position and on average sum destructively to a zero level. The HRL is of oscillating nature with the same center frequency as the pulse-echo response, which is not the case for the setup with the short PE response.
Comparison to dynamic receive focusing
The performance of SASB is among others a function of VS position and F#. These parameters also determine the number of elements used during transmission. This has an influences on the emitted energy and the signal to noise ratio. It was shown in Section 3.2.1 that the grating lobes were appropriately attenuated for F# = 1.5 and F# = 2. The number of elements used as a function of VS position and F# is shown in Table 2 .
The choice of configuration for comparison with DRF is based on the results presented in in Section 3.2.2. The performance with the VS at 20 mm and F# = 1.5 is superior to the other configurations in almost the entire range. It is thus a rational choice for a good performance and a comparison with DRF. Fig. 21 shows images with DRF and SASB side by side, and Fig. 22 shows the quantified lateral resolution for different configurations. The quantified axial resolution does not differ between the different configurations and is not shown. Different positions of the transmit focal point in DRF has been applied for a fair comparison. The VS is at 20 mm and F# = 1.5 for all cases of SASB. In Fig. 21 , and in the previous sections the number of channels in the 2nd stage beamformer is unlimited, so that N 2nd = N. In Fig. 22 additional SASB results are presented where the number of channels has been limited to N 2nd = 127, and N 2nd = 63.
There is an substantial improvement in resolution using SASB compared to DRF. It accounts for both the FWHM and the resolution at À40 dB. The improvement in FWHM is at least a factor of 2 and the improvement at À40 dB is at least a factor of 3. The improvement of SASB over DRF is a reality except for a few exceptions. At depths until 20 mm the FWHM is superior with DRF. With SASB the resolution is almost constant throughout the range. For DRF the FWHM increases almost linearly with range and the resolution at À40 dB is fluctuating with range.
By putting restrictions on the number of 2nd stage beamformer channels the system complexity is reduced. It will have a negative consequence on resolution, since the synthesized aperture decreases. When the number of channels is restricted to N 2nd = 63, and N 2nd = 127 then the depths at which K(z) ceases to increase linearly is at 40 mm and 61 mm respectively. This is also apparent when observing the resolution in Fig. 22 when these restrictions are applied. Both the FWHM and the resolution at À40 dB cease to be constant at these depths. Even when the number of channels is restricted to N 2nd = 63 the performance of SASB is superior to DRF.
Measurement results
A commercial scanner and a linear array transducer with parameters similar to the ones in Table 1 have been used to acquire data. A tissue phantom with wire targets and 0.5 dB/MHz/cm attenuation is used as imaging object. RF-data using DRF and 1st stage SASB is acquired with a 5 MHz center frequency and stored. 2nd stage SASB processing, envelope detection, and logarithmic compression is done off-line for both DRF and SASB. An envelope image of the acquired 1st stage SASB data is shown in Fig. 23 . It resembles the shape of the contours shown in Fig. 5 as expected. Notice the arcs are turned upside down before and after the focal point at 20 mm. A side by side comparison between the DRF image and the SASB image is also shown in Fig. 23 . With DRF the transmit focal point is at 65 mm, and with SASB the VS is at 20 mm F# = 2.
The images based on measured data confirms the results from the simulations. At the center of the image the resolution of SASB is superior to DRF and is practically range independent. A zoom in on the PT at 69 mm for the DRF and SASB images from Fig. 23 is shown in Fig. 24 . Here the difference in resolution is prominent. The resolution in the near field is slightly better for DRF as stated in Section 3.2.3 and in Fig. 22 .
The speckle pattern is present at a greater range in the SASB image compared to the DRF image indicating greater penetration. At greater depths the emitted wave field in SASB is wide compared to DRF. The intensity is lower and so is the SNR of the 1st stage SASBdata. The SNR increases because of the summation of a number of LRL's. Provided that the image object does not move in between acquisitions and assuming uncorrelated electronic noise at the receivers the potential SNR improvement at the center HRL compared to 1st stage RF-data is D SNR(z) = 10 log 10 (K(z)) with a rectangular apodization in the 2nd stage. With an apodization function W the SNR improvement becomes DSNRðzÞ ¼ 10log 10 X KðzÞ k¼1 Wðx k ; zÞ
The signal to noise ratio as a function of depth for a set of acquired DRF-data and a set of 1st stage SASB-data has been estimated, and is shown in Fig. 25 . For DRF the transmit focus is at 45 mm and for SASB the VS is at 20 mm with F# = 2. 20 data sets have been acquired for both DRF and SASB using a tissue phantom with an attenuation of 0. E is the expectation operator. Y(z) denotes the M number of measured data sets, and y m (z) is the m'th data set. The theoretical potential SNR improvement, DSNR(z) from (15) is also shown in Fig. 25 with a Hamming window as SA weighting. For z = 80 mm the value of D SNR(z) can be calculated using (6) and (5) and is 19 dB. The potential SNR of the SASB is superior to DRF at the entire range and an improvement of 8 dB is realized at a depth of 80 mm.
Conclusion
The main motivation for SASB is to apply synthetic aperture techniques with a restricted system complexity. The objective is to improve lateral resolution and obtain a more range independent resolution compared to conventional ultrasound imaging.
The SASB method has been investigated using simulations in Field II and by off-line processing of data acquired with a commercial scanner. The parameters which are the most decisive for the performance are the depth of the VS (the focal depth), and the F# of the VS. The lateral resolution increases with a decreasing F#, but grating lobes arise at a combination of a sparse spatial sampling by the virtual array and wave fields with incident angles beyond a certain limit. It is possible to restrict the range of incident angles by putting a limit to the opening angle of the VS. For a transducer with a pitch of D = k grating lobes are avoided if F# P 2. For a phased array transducer with D = k/2 grating lobes are avoided if F# P 1.
Simulations have been done with two different pulse-echo responses having different bandwidths. The performance difference between the two simulation models is significant. The lateral resolution is significantly better for the simulation model with the longer pulse-echo response and the improvement is at least a factor of 2 at À40 dB.
The performance of SASB with the VS at 20 mm and F# = 1.5 is compared with conventional dynamic receive focusing (DRF). The axial resolution is the same for the two methods. There is an substantial improvement in lateral resolution using SASB compared to DRF. It accounts for both the FWHM and the resolution at À40 dB. The improvement in FWHM is at least a factor of 2 and the improvement at À40 dB is at least a factor of 3. The improvement of SASB over DRF is a reality except for a few exceptions. At depths until 20 mm the FWHM is superior with DRF. With SASB the resolution is almost constant throughout the range. For DRF the FWHM increases almost linearly with range and the resolution at À40 dB is fluctuating with range. By putting restrictions on the number of 2nd stage beamformer channels the system complexity is reduced. It will have a negative consequence on resolution since the synthesized aperture decreases, but even when the number of channels is restricted to N 2nd = 63 the performance of SASB is still superior to DRF.
SASB has been applied to data acquired with a commercial scanner and a tissue phantom with wire targets. The images confirms the results from the simulations. At the center of the image the resolution of SASB is superior to DRF and is practically range independent. The resolution in the near field is slightly better for DRF. A feasible solution could be to construct the final image by applying DRF above the VS and SASB beyond the VS.
The speckle pattern is present at a greater range in the SASB image compared to the DRF image indicating greater penetration. The signal to noise ratio as a function of depth for a set of acquired DRFdata and a set of 1st stage SASB-data has been estimated. The theoretical potential improvement in SNR of SASB over DRF has been estimated based on the measured SNR data and an assumption of a stationary image object, and a correct phase-alignment in the 2nd stage beamformer. The improvement is attained at the entire range and at a depth of 80 mm the improvement is 8 dB.
